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Abstract— SDLC stack is a layered architecture of application or software development. Effect of any layer is
reflected on all the upper layers in other words base layer outcomes are executed in upper layers. Thus if a major
changes occurred in lower layer than it is reflected on all the upcoming layers of SDLC stack, in this paper we provide
the concept of vulnerabilities check list scanning in analysis phase which examine the current vulnerabilities in
system which is required to design. Additionally the system provides the suggestions for correct them to get fast, secure
and less time and effort consuming system development.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Software development is a crucial task in nature; the same named projects are reflecting different behaviors’ and
changed according to the time, users and environments. For example if a client wants an inventory management software
for his use according to the need of his inventory the application is developed but at the same time a new customer need
an inventory management software then the complete system is changed according to the clients requirements.
To provide ease in development different software process models are provided where according to the project length
and environment model is selected. These models are provide a basic view for develop a software projects. These models
are a combination of different activities by which quality software is developed and deployed.

Fig 1 Shows the development process
Here the stack of SDLC is given in fig which provides the dependency of the stack elements. If requirement is
gathered well then analysis and other steps are executed smoothly Else the problems are arises in all phases.
Thus here we select the analysis phase of the development where the gathered information from the end client are
analyzed and refined in this phase, thus the analysis has to be done appropriately and must be followed by adequate
design and implementation. Too often none of the above occurs.
Analysis should be discovering what I call the REAL business requirements deliverable what’s that provide value
when satisfied by the product/system how. Very often, though, what is called "analysis" actually is design, which means
that the project has skipped to the how without adequately identifying what’s the how must accomplish in order to
provide value.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section we provide the basic principal of the secure software development, problem with existing system and
our proposed solution. Success and quality of software depends on the amount of projects features are matched to the end
client requirements.
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Requirement capture and analysis help in identifying stakeholders and their expectations, and capturing these
expectations in a form that is responsive to analysis and Implementation. Software projects fail to meet their expectations
due to problems in articulation of requirements, poor quality of analysis and quite often, a lack of sufficient focus on the
business perspective. A framework to remove vulnerabilities: analysis phase in SDLC will find out bugs or errors and
missing requirements for analysis. Developing “A Framework to remove vulnerabilities through analysis stage of SDLC”
is very challenging because in many papers it is given theoretical way. It can be demonstrated that changes to the
software engineering process can help to reduce the number of defects in new or changed software. Programmers alone
do not produce software. Software engineering is a process that has many players and many steps from concept to
deployment.
The analysts and designers have significant implications on the quality of software being produced. This extension of
inclusive security concepts is important if real changes are to occur in software industry. Empowering on certain levels of
the software engineering life cycle chain will permit old and bad habits to remain in place. A Framework to remove
vulnerabilities through analysis stage of SDLC having many sub issues is important for development of this software.
Figure1 [2] shows total vulnerability reported in vulnerability database from 2004 .the remove vulnerability is a very
big challenge .applying secure software engineering vulnerability will be remove.

Fig 2 vulnerability report
Normally all the requirements which are useful for development of any software ,but many times requirements given
from customer are not satisfactory or not complete .so here secure software engineering concept is very much important .
in this project it is possible to find out the lack of requirements and all missing requirements are shown after
analysis .hence for the next phase of SDLC it is very easy to take all requirements hence software development will be
possible in proper manner.

Fig 3 Activities in Vulnerability Life Cycle
In order to prevent vulnerabilities in the software under development, the VLC [1] is designed keeping the
following objective in mind:
1. Detection of the vulnerabilities
2. .Classification of the detected vulnerabilities.
3. Identification of recurring vulnerabilities.
4. Determination of direct and indirect causes.
5. Listing the activities to resolve the causes of the vulnerability or vulnerability itself.
6. Selection of the optimal set of activities.
7. Suggestions.
To achieve the above objective, the vulnerability life cycle of VLC is divided into three major phases. Each phase of
Vulnerability Life Cycle performs activities as given in Figure [3].
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The objective of secure software development is to design, implement, configure, and sustain software systems in
which security is a necessary property from the beginning of the system’s life cycle (i.e., needs and requirements
definition) to its end (retirement). Experience has taught that the most effective way to achieve secure software is for its
development life cycle processes to rigorously conform to secure development, deployment, and sustainment principles
and practices. Organizations that have adopted a secure software development life cycle (SDLC) process have found
almost immediately upon doing so that they have begun finding many more vulnerabilities and weaknesses in their
software early enough in the SDLC that they are able to eradicate those problems at an acceptable cost. Moreover, as
such secure practices become second nature over time; these same developers start to notice that they seldom introduce
such vulnerabilities and weaknesses into their software in the first place. The goal is to minimize the remaining defects
that lead to vulnerabilities. Scope of this work is vulnerability detection, analysis and resolution can be shown on report.
Development of software, all requirements are helpful for next phase. Due to consideration of security from initial phase
of software development costing of software will less. Because of this new methodology less time is necessary.
Due to this manual work is reduced because software fed all requirements to the next phase of SDLC, Due to this
methodology analyst having less work because of fulfillment of all requirements.
III. PROPOSED WORK
In this project requirement objects are entered one by one and checking out either this given requirements are ok or
some requirement missing. After putting requirement object there are several link on main page .Detection, requirements,
analysis, text report and image report are given on main snapshot.

Fig 4 Detect & Resolve Vulnerability by Framework
First go on requirements. Put the requirements with sub requirements if necessary after putting requirement object
goes on detection. It will check the checklist and shows Y/N .In analysis option shows detail analysis means which is
missing, which is unnecessary .It also shows text and image report. In this way it removes vulnerabilities in analysis
phase in SDLC.

Fig 5 Vulnerability Removal by Framework
This aims to minimize vulnerabilities in the software. Each time output of analysis phase of SDLC is to feed the
security checklist where it is verified whether the output fulfils prerequisites for security of the phase. If yes the phase is
declared as secure. If not, the output is fed to vulnerability life cycle as an input. In [1] this it is properly analyzed for the
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detection of the vulnerabilities. Direct and indirect causes of the vulnerability and the actions to resolve the vulnerability
are determined. Then documented suggestions in the form of feedback are sending as input to the Next phase of SDLC
from where the vulnerable output was received as input.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
To implement such kind of system that is described in the above sections, we use the visual studio IDE (integrated
development environment) which provide the rich classes to implement any hard problem in easiest way. For
implementation point of view we create a list of client requirement and similarly a check list of all necessary aspects and
vulnerabilities. Using the SQL server database we cross check conflicts, consistency and after that filtered vulnerabilities
form the project documents which is passing to the design of the system. Here we provide some key methods and
functions by which we scan and remove the vulnerabilities form any project requirements. The previous version of the
projects and methodologies are limited for some particular type of projects here we implement and generalize this
concept by provide supplying the additional check list for system, here user can select the check list of any project and
remove vulnerabilities from the system required to develop.
Table 1 vulnerability checklist

S. No.
1

VULNERABILITY CHECKLIST
Method
Description
Requirement()
This method is user defined method by
which requirements are listed in a user
interface.

2

Search()

This function is used to search the main
requirement and their sub requirements and
prepare the list of the search objects in
database.
Using
this
method
system scan
Vulnerability and provide the list of gaps and
conflicts.

3

Vulnerability Analysis()

4

Suggestion()

This function is executed to prepare a list
of suggestion and corrections that are
predefined in a database.

5

Report()

This function generates the complete report
for input and output, with Vulnerability and
suggestions in a text file.

6

Vulnerability
Classification()

These functions categorize the different
Vulnerabilities found under the project
requirement.

V. CONCLUSION AND RESULT
Our proposed work is to provide the security and quality improvement in software development. For that purpose we
make efforts and starts with the analysis of SDLC and software processes models. After analysis we found that all the
process models having its own limitations and advantages. Additionally we found that the effect of changes are reflects
in all the activities and software quality if any problem are remain in any phase of SDLC.
Thus we starts working with analysis phase of SDLC where all the requirement of clients are understand and reviewed
for making design. So if we improve the initial step then we found the best quality of software and all the remaining steps
are go smoother. The main advantage of this is reducing efforts and time in application development; additionally it helps
on testing and reduces the testing and debugging efforts.
During implementation of the proposed system we found some limitation which is provided by the author in [1].
Which is recovered and we implement a generalized software analysis tool for improving QoS and security.
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